Follicular epithelia and dermal papillae of mouse vibrissal follicles qualitatively change their hair-forming ability during anagen.
We studied the hair-forming ability of epithelium and the relevant activity of dermal papilla (DP) in mouse vibrissal follicles during the hair cycle. Follicles were transversely cut into four pieces and each of them was associated with an isolated DP and grafted beneath the kidney capsule to induce hair formation. Various hair-cycle combinations of the fragments and DPs were examined. Hairs were generated not only in the follicle fragment containing the bulge (fragment III) but also in the fragment between the bulge and hair bulb (fragment II). The hair-forming frequencies were affected by the hair cycle stages of both the follicle fragments and DPs. Fragment III at late anagen (LA) and fragment II at catagen frequently generated hairs when associated with early anagen (EA)-DPs, but infrequently with mid-anagen (MA)-DPs. Oppositely, anagen fragment II produced hairs at a high frequency with MA-DPs and at a low frequency with EA-DPs. Hair generation in anagen fragment II is an unexpected finding because previous studies suggested that, during anagen, this region does not contain clonogenic epithelial cells that have been believed to be crucial for hair formation. Therefore, non-clonogenic epithelial cells would be able to generate hairs as well as clonogenic ones, and they should have a latent hair-forming ability that could be more effectively awakened by MA-DP than by EA-DP stimuli. Non-clonogenic epithelial cells might be a dormant phase of hair precursor cells. Proliferating follicular epithelial cells were detected in the middle and lower outer root sheath throughout the hair cycle but scarcely at LA. These findings suggest that the hair inductivity of DPs should be altered between EA and MA, and follicular epithelial cells would change their DP stimuli-directed hair-forming ability around LA, probably linked to the proliferative activity.